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Survey Locations

∙7 Kraemer quarries in Crawford, Vernon, and Sauk Counties 



Electromagnetic Conductivity: EM31

- The pole contains a transmitter and receiver.

- The transmitter creates an alternating current, which induces a magnetic field.

- This penetrates the ground and produces a voltage affected by the subsurface.

- The subsequent magnetic field is detected in the receiver.



Electrical Resistivity Imaging (ERI)

Current Electrodes: Send and receive 

an input current into the ground

Potential Electrodes: Measure the 

difference in the input current 

Moving these electrodes provides 

resistivity measurements at different 

depths and distances along the survey 

line.
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Array Configurations
Dipole-Dipole: 

-The space between the current electrodes 

is equivalent to the space between the potential 

electrodes. 

-The space between the two sets of 

electrodes changes.

• Images shallower than Wenner

• Shows more detail



Array Configurations
Wenner: 

-The space between electrodes is equivalent

-This distance increases to image deeper.

• Images deeper than Dipole-Dipole

• Shows less detail



Resistivity Inversion Cross-Sections

Swiggum Quarry



Resistivity Inversion Cross-Sections

Compare inversion results to quarry wall 

and landscape

- High resistivity units

- More intact dolomite

Bown Quarry



Resistivity Inversion Cross-Sections

- Low resistivity units

- Location of Rountree

- Location of less intact dolomite

Compare inversion results to quarry 

wall and landscape



Comparison to Quarry Wall



Observations

Every location has a laterally extensive and continuous 

Rountree unit overlaying the Oneota dolomite of the Prairie 

du Chien Group.

Rountree

Dolomite

● Supported by:

-ERI inversion cross-sections

-EM31 data acquisition

-Quarry wall exposures

Jackson Quarry

Loganville, WI

Sauk Co

Survey Locations
Samples Collected



Character of the Rountree

- One side of the 

interfluve’s ridge has 

lower resistivity values 

and thicker Rountree 

than the other side.

-Drop-off in resistivity 

adjacent to interfluve 

ridge.

-Low and high resistivity 

anomalies are common 

at and adjacent to the 

interfluve ridges



Observations

Brookville Quarry

Viroqua, Wi

Vernon Co.

Sites with wider interfluves, nearby slumps, and/or collapse features 

show lower resistivity values (Swiggum Quarry, Brookville Quarry). 

- Thicker Rountree unit

- Broken dolomite

- Transition phase from 

dolomite to Rountree



Observations

Line 1
Line 2

Line 1
Line 2

- Very low 

resistivity values 

at Brookville

Brookville Quarry 

Brookville Quarry 



Observations: Low Resistivity at Brookville Quarry

- Extensive, thick Rountree unit

- Rountree is thicker in the center of the quarry wall

- These observations are seen in the inversion cross-sections



Observations

Sites with thinner interfluves, no nearby slumps, and no collapse 

features show higher resistivity values (Bown Quarry, Burt Quarry).

- Evident in dolomite section; more intact dolomite

- Thinner Rountree unit

- Sharper boundary between Rountree and dolomite units





ERI Conclusions

A. Rountree unit: Present at every location. 

i. Thick side (~4-5 m, but can be thicker)

ii. Thinner side (~3-4 m, but can be thicker)

B. Transition zone

i. ~1 m thick, but thicker adjacent to ridge



C. Higher resistivity below the transition zone. 

i. Sometimes it’s intact dolomite

ii. Sometimes it’s more resistive Rountree

D. High resistivity with depth: Some surveys

i. One side of the ridge has higher values. This could be more 

intact dolomite.

ERI Conclusions



E. Adjacent to the ridge on the shallower Rountree side:

i. A and B appear closer to the surface. 

ii. ~2 m thick

F. Drop-off in resistivity adjacent to the ridge.

i. ~10-15 m thick or thicker.

ERI Conclusions


